Bring Your Body to Its Full Potential
Human beings are like machines. They need some kind of fuel for running and repairing the
machine to stay in its finest condition. Some chemical compounds are required in our body
in various stages of human life. For example, as an infant, we require growth and wellness
hormones. When we grow up, we still need internal and external protection. In all these
stages, we want our bodies to work at its full potential. Fortizel® helps us achieve that.
How Does Fortizel Help the Body Function at its Full Potential?
Augmentsodine® Colostrum Extract, the main ingredient of Fortizel® helps in turning the
body performance from good to great. However, we must carefully understand the
function of GH (Growth Hormones) in the body to have a better understanding.
The Pituitary gland secretes GH and it is one of the most important hormones of the human
body. GH is originated in the liver in the form IgF-1 (Insulin like Growth Factor-1). Free IgF-1
activates Tyrosine Kinase and Integrine.
When Tyrosine Kinase is activated, the intra-cellular Carbon Hydrates and lipid metabolism
receptors get activated. This enhances the intake of Carbon Hydrates and fats into the cells,
resulting in the release of suffiecient energy for the body.
Tyrosine Kinase stimulation is also responsible for healthy cell division. Moreover, activation
of the Integrine receptors by free IgF-1 strengthens the intra-cellular immune system.
The Problem that Decreases the Performance of Our Bodies
Various problems in the body start with increasing levels of stress we experience in our
lives. Stress minimizes the production of GH, resulting in decreased production of IgF-1 in
the liver. This ultimately results in less production of energy and a weaker immune system;
opening the door for numerous foreign invaders just waiting to compromise our system.
The Help Provided by Fortizel
Fortizel® helps by increasing secretion of endogenous GH in the pituitary gland, thus
resulting in increased release of IgF-1. Thereafter, more stimulation of Tyrosine Kinase
receptors, which burns more fat and Carbon Hydrates. In addition to increased energy, the
process leads to better functioning of the internal immune system.
In this way, Fortizel® helps the body reach its full potential.

